substrates (i), followed by EBL and development (ii) according to designs. The development of exposed HSQ would convert the HSQ to SiO 2 . [1, 2] Afterwards, ultrathin Cr adhesion layers and Au films with various thicknesses were deposited using electron beam evaporation (iii), respectively. Finally, the corresponding nanostructures without sidewalls were prepared as the reference samples for comparison by using a lift-off process (iv) hybrid sidewalls with 200 nm grid length which are defined in Figure S5a were statistically extracted from SEM images ( Figure S4 ). SiO 2 height H 0 dependences of these parameters and the cross sectional Au areas of sidewalls for 18, 27 and 36 nm thick Au without considering the roughness are constructed in Figure S5 . The average width W 0 of bare SiO 2 sidewalls is found to be around 9 nm, and the width W 1 of hybrid sidewalls is between 15 and 25 nm for 18, 27 and 36 nm Au thickness, and tends to decrease with the increased H 0 for an Au thickness, as shown in Figure S5b Au. For both 27 and 36 nm thicknesses the intensity increases continuously with height whereas for 9 and 18 nm the intensity maxima are observed which shift to the larger height side for thicker Au.
S2. Calculations of SPP wavelength (λ SPP ) and SPP waves interference effects
It is well recognized that SPP can be excited by an incident light for a rough surface because the conditions of wavevector match for the incident light and SPP can be easily satisfied in the near field region owing to the random reflection in many directions. [3, 4] As shown in Figure S7a , SPP1 for the model can be excited by a polarized light (near-field) with a component of its electric field (E y ) perpendicular to the surface of sidewalls (in the xz-plane)
or (E x ) parallel to the propagation direction of SPP. [4] SPP2 can be excited by a polarized light with a component of its electric field (E x ) perpendicular to the nanowalls (along the ydirection), i.e. TM mode.
SPP on a metal film/dielectric interface propagate in the plane with the magnitude of wave vector [5] 
where λ ex is the wavelength of excitation source in free space. Accordingly, for λ ex = 632.8 nm,
λ SPP Au/air for Au/air interface is derived to be 603 nm with ε m = −10.88 [6] and ε d = 1, and λ SPP Au/SiO2 for Au/SiO 2 interface is derived to be 389 nm with ε m = −10.88 and ε d = 2.13.
Both SPP1 and SPP2 waves can propagate not only in the positive x direction but also in the opposite direction ( Figure S7a ). The interference of two SPP waves with the opposite directions is not considered because there is no fixed phase difference between them. When the excited SPP wave propagates to encounter a sidewall, the partial reflection, transmission and scattering all would occur. Here, we reasonably consider only the reflected SPP wave 11 because we aim to study the interference of SPP wave confined in a single cavity. Once reflected, the SPP wave propagates again to encounter the sidewall to be partially reflected again. Thus, the multiple reflections of SPP wave take place in a single cavity to create a Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonance -like interference with an interference intensity of I SPP-interference .
The electric field intensity of SPP wave interference is
So, the interference intensity of SPP wave is
where A SPP is the amplitude of SPP wave, R is the reflectance of SPP wave reflected by the opposite sidewall of cavity and L is the cavity length.
One should bear in mind that the interference occurring at the hot spots would influence the intensity of SERS. Therefore, we consider the SPP1 wave interference effects at the surface (in the y = 0 plane) of nanowalls along the x-direction (x-nanowall) and the SPP2 wave interference effects at the surface of y-nanowalls (in the plane with x = 0) and x-nanowalls (in the plane with y = 0), which can further excite LSPR at the hot spots of the square nanogrid sidewalls besides the incident light ( Figure S7a ).
For the SPP1 wave interference effect in the plane with y = 0, we need to average the interference intensity of SPP1 wave from x = 0 to x = L = L s (Here, the cavity length equals the sidewall length L s .) as follows
For the SPP2 wave interference effect in the plane with x = 0, the interference intensity of SPP2 is I SPP2-interference (0). For the SPP2 wave interference effect in the plane with y = 0, we also need to average the interference intensity of SPP2 wave from x = 0 to x = L = L w (Here, the cavity length equals the sidewall spacing L w .) as follows
Upon calculating, R = 0.29 and 0.13 were taken from the FDTD calculations on the model with 7 nm thickness of Au on each side of an Au/SiO 2 sidewall for the SPP wavelengths of 603 and 389 nm, respectively. We calculated the penetration depth of about 27 nm in Au for Au/SiO 2 interface. Based on the exponential decay of intensity, the intensity of SPP1 wave at the Au/SiO 2 interface is figured out to be three fifths that of SPP1 at the Au/air interface with the SPP1 wave at the Au/SiO 2 interface travelling across 7 nm thick Au considered. Then, we calculated the ratio between the SPP1 wave interference intensity and the SPP1 wave intensity in the y = 0 plane against sidewall length, and that for SPP2 in the x = 0 and y = 0 planes against L w /λ SPP2 by only considering the first seven polynomials of SPP wave interference items, as shown in Figure S7b -d. Clearly, the SPP wave interference is found to be similar to Fabry-Pérot resonance, and the intensity is a periodic function of the cavity length. (I 1,π/2 and I 1,0 is interference intensity of SPP1 wave for α = π/2 and 0, respectively).
S3. Optical standing wave effect of the incident light
The incident light with x-polarization and the part reflected by the bottom gold surface of the hybrid nanogrids can form optical standing wave, [7] whose electric field intensity E z shows the spatial distributions in the direction of height z as follows 
The light intensity in height is 2 22 00
Thus, the normalized I z is With the (z-z 0 )/ larger than 0.36, the oscillation tends to be weakened evidently. Table S4 and Figure S15 . TE mode E LSPR2 4 cos 4 (-π/6-θ)(I 13 +1) a) Polarization angles  and α is the angle between the polarization direction of light and xdirection, and between the nanowalls and the polarization direction of light, respectively (see Figure S14) ; b) I 1i (i = 1, 2 and 3) are the interference intensities of SPP1 wave for walls1, 2 and 3, respectively (see Figure 2b , S9b, S9c and S14) and I 2 is the interference intensity of SPP2 wave for TM mode shown in Figure 2e .
Based on 
Here, Then, we can get the averaged |E/E 0 | 4 of these nanogrids using the following formula 
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S5. Calculation of SERS enhancement factor
The SERS enhancement factor (SERS EF) can be estimated by the following equation: [8] SERS 0 SERS 0
where I SERS and I 0 are the Raman scattering intensities of the peak at 1360 cm -1 for R6G for hexagonal 36 nm Au/198 nm SiO 2 nanogrids _h188 with the polarization angle of 30 and 36
nm thick Au film, respectively, and C SERS and C 0 are the molar concentrations of R6G aqueous solution, 2.5×10 -11 and 10 -2 M used in this study, respectively, from which the SERS EF was derived to be 3.4×10 8 . Therefore, the optimization of probes leads to a high SERS EF.
The SERS EF calculated using the method in the manuscript better reflects the enhancement effect by the maximum electromagnetic field instead of the average enhancement effect due to the very low concentration molecules, 2.5×10 -11 M, which are probably decorated at those hot spots with the maximum or stronger electromagnetic field enhancement.
